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ABSTRACT
Wayfinding is an essential spatial activity that way finders experience every day in their journeys
from their origins to their required destinations. The wayfinder must perceive, explore, solve spatial
problems and follow a certain route to reach his/her destination. Golledge has defined the term
“wayfinding” as: “The
“The process of determining and following a path or route between an origin and a
destination.” Wayfinding process is concentrated on the perception and cognition of the wayfinder
destination.”
within architecture and the built environment and it is based on three processes: processing
environmental information, decision-making
decisio making and decision execution. It is based on the interaction
between the way finder and the architectural cues. The way finder is facing two great challenges in
the wayfinding process, firstly wayfinding his/her route without any barriers through the jo
journey and
secondly perceiving and analyzing the given architectural information within the environment and to
choose the route independently and without any barriers to reach the destination in limited time. The
barrier free environment has a great impact and direct effect on the wayfinder in the wayfinding
process by the given architectural informational cues with the environment. The paper highlights on
the design of the architectural in formational cues within the barrier free environment as the main
force
ce behind enhancing and facilitating for the wayfinding.
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INTRODUCTION
Barriers are part of our lives, users have to overcome barriers
that they continue to face in different ways, and accordingly,
they have a large range of adaption and adaptive behavior.
There are different types of barriers that users deal with every
day, barriers to movement, barriers to space and time, barriers
to access to the built environment, barriers to perception, and
barriers to communication. Barriers make the built
environment unsafe and cause a high level of difficulty to all
users to access the built environment, which becomes
unreachable and it affects all opportunities in participating in
all sectors of life. According to the principles of universal
design, accessibility and mobility are important aspects that
enhances the built environment and has a great impact on the
behaviour, attitude and experience of the user in accessing a
building and navigating through it to reach the required
destination and that is called wayfinding.
Wayfinding: In 3000B.C: Polynesian islanders found ways to
navigate across the oceans reading the stars, moons, and waves
and using landmarks for navigational clues without the need to
know where they were located geographically. Wayfinding is a
process used when a user needs to find the way from a
oneknown destination to another. It is the concept of spatial
orientation, this term was introduced by Kevin Lynch in 1960
in his book “the image of the city” and explained as”

“The elements of the built environment that allow us to
navigate successfully through complex spaces like cities and
towns”.”,
”, wayfinding is aprocess to perceive, explore and
solve spatial problems within the built environment.
Wayfinding was defined as: “The
The process of determining and
following a path or route between an origin and a
destination.”
.” (Golladge, 1999), it depends mainly on the
environmental perception and cognition of the way finders and
the physical and mental abilities of the wayfinders within tthe
built environment and the interaction between the wayfinder
and the aspects of the built environment which can facilitate
the process, “the
the process of finding the way to a destination in
a familiar or unfamiliar setting using any cues given by the
environment” (Passini et al., 1992).
Perception is the process of interpreting information received
from the senses (Goldstein, 2010), it is an information
processing activity. Perception is amental and sensory process
that interprets incoming sensory inform
information and it is
influenced by a variety of factors such as the user’s past
experience, the effect of stimulation, the level of attention to
the details, the ability to respond, the motivation’s level and
the social and emotional perform.
The environmentall perception as explained by Gifford, is a
type of perception that is related to the reinterpretation of the
gathered data by users in the way that store, transform,
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organize, forget and recall knowledge within the built
environment.
Cognition is mentally processing information obtained
through perception; it is the process of knowing, gaining,
organizing the information received from the built
environment. It focuses on some aspects as thinking,
remembering and mental development, and it involves the
understanding of values and effects on behaviour and attitude
formation (Downs et al., 2005). Cognition is the process that
helps the users to navigate and wayfind within the built
environment forming the cognitive map leading to cognitive
mapping.
Cognitive map is a mental map to help the wayfinder to
recognize the architectural information cues needed and where
they are (Golledge, 2003) and the arrangement of the things
and spaces within the built environment.
Cognitive mapping is a mental representation of the space
(Passini et al., 2000),it is the process whereby users acquire,
code, store, recall and decode information about the relative
spaces and attributes of the built physical environment.
The wayfinding process defined as “finding one’s way to a
destination through spatial problem solving comprising three
interdependent processes: decision making, decision executing
and information processing” (Arthur et al., 1992). The
wayfinders move through the built environment processing
information to plan and have decisions to execute in their
actions, behavior and attitude as shown in Figure (1).

Barrier free environment is a space that allows for free and
safe movement and access for all users including the disabled
ones, without any barriers, with dignity and as much
independence. The barrier free environment is named by
UNESCAP as non- handicapped environment (Design manual
for a barrier free built environment, 2004), that allows the
accessibility and mobility to all the users within the built
environment by providing this environment with all the
facilities and architectural information cues that encourages
and enhances the experience of the users within this built
environment and removes all the barriers that can face the user
and can be an obstacle within the built environment, and can
participate in all activities of life.
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in 1990 has
focused on the building codes in designing the built
environment that assures the physical access to it, accordingly
facilitates the universal access to all users. The barrier free
environment has a great impact and direct effect on the
wayfinder in the wayfinding process by the given architectural
information cues with the environment.
Wayfinding Design relies on the presence of fundamental
architectural information cues and aspects within the built
environment to articulate and facilitate the wayfinding for all
the wayfinders including the disabled. The following present
design details of architectural information cues that can affect
the wayfinders’ abilities in obtaining information from the
built environment and leading to a final decision that is shown
in their behavior and attitude.
1-Spatial organization is the building layout and it is
considered the major component in wayfinding design as it
affects the level of convenience of wayfinders’ experience in
the wayfinding, and in using the cognitive mapping within the
built environment (Arthur et al., 1992).A complex layout has a
negative impact on the wayfinders’ experience through the
building and the ability to understand the relation between
spaces (Passini 1996). There are some guidelines for welldesigned layouts to assist the wayfinding:
-

Figure 1. Wayfinding process (researcher)

-

-

-

Information Processing: the built environment
information cues is fundamental in making decisions
and taking actions, it depends on direct sensory contact
with the built environment (sensory information) and
past experience (memory information),and the inferred
information based on both sensory and memory
information, it is aphase of spatial problem solving and
essential in making decisions and plans and actions.
Decision making: it is the development of the plan of
action as the decision is based on the built environment
information which is obtained from the destination and
from the previous experience and it needs a series of
decisions as wayfinder breaks down the complex
problem into sub problems to solve them into semi
solutions, then the solutions become the decision plan.
Decision execution: requires turning decisions into
behavioural actions and it is separated into action part
(as the decision where to go) and object part (as the
required destination) (Passini1981).

-

-

Division of internal spaces: Dividing the internal layout
into clear, small and well-defined spaces, including
zones, paths, edges, nodes, and landmarks to facilitate
exploring the building and improve the understanding
of the spatial relationships and maintaining the
connectivity
between
spaces
(Lynch1960).
Differentiating the zones and areas inside the built
environment by changes in heights, size, shape, colours,
lights, or architectural styles in order to improve the
wayfinding process and improve the cognitive map
(having a concrete cognitive mapping), as described
“Degree to which different parts of an environment look
different” (Montello, 2005)as shown in Figure (2).
Visual access: is defined as “the degree to which
different parts can be seen from various viewpoints”,
(Montello, 2005) as the greater visibility makes the
wayfinding process easier, accordingly, it help the
wayfinders to see through and out of the built
environment and orient themselves. Windows within
the corridors can enhance the visual access by allowing
greater view for the space (Huelat 2007) as shown in
Figure (3).
Entrances and Exits: Clear entrance points with
different architectural languages are often used to
differentiate the entry door from others and to be
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identifiable easier for the wayfinders and the exit points
are legible from the main circulation or decision point
and the emergency points need to be visually accessed
Horizontal and Vertical circulation: Corridors help to
define the users’ way, and can be divided to either
primary or secondary to assist in the wayfinding
process. Paths can have different colours or textures to
help memorizing the way (Castell, 2017). Identified
circulation plan with vertical circulation as stairs and
lifts to be visible from the entrance point and same
location in every floor.

Figure 2. Differentation between spaces within the built
environment
Figure 4. Landmark as a reference point

3-Colour is an architectural communication cue between the
wayfinder and the built environment, and it has a significant
role in the encoding and recognition process. It helps to
improve the visual memory of images for the built
environment, and it can help the cognitive mapping by
marking different spaces in the building. The use of colour has
a great impact on both usability and emotional response on the
wayfinders in the built environment as signs and landmarks.
Wayfinders with vision impairments as colour blindness will
feel disoriented and frustrated when they dependent on colourcoding only.
Figure 3. Visual access within the built environment

2-Landmark: Lynch described the landmark in his book the
image of the city “as an external point of reference that is not
a part of the route like the nodes in a travel network”.
Landmarks are characterized by singularity as to be in a clear
form, in contrast to the background and within a prominent
location. There are many features in objects that can be
justified as landmarks, such as sounds and smells that
sometime reinforce a visual landmark, although they do not
seem to constitute landmarks by themselves.
Landmarks must be located in significant places as entrances,
changing in directions, and at decision points to enhance the
wayfinding process and to be visible from a distance combined
with talking directories or signs to help the wayfinder who
cannot read. They have to be in contrast with the surrounding
of the built environment, and have a multi- sensory if possible
for disabled ones (Castell, 2017) as shown in Figure (4).

-

-

-

Colour- coding must be supplemented with another
form of given information to serve all the wayfinders
(Seinfeld, 2012). Colour has different aspects in the
architectural information cues in the wayfinding
process:
The layout: Colour schemes can be applied to the
layout design of the building, by differentiating between
areas and zones, and defining areas with colour-coding,
as it can be applied by colour-coding to the walls, floor,
ceiling and doors of different areas. The user in the
colour-coded built environment makes fewer errors in
the wayfinding process (Hidayetoglu, 2010) as shown
in Figure (5).
Landmark and sign:colour can enhance landmarks and
signs for easy wayfinding as it is provided with
visibility, shape, attractive colour and texture, and the
colour of the landmark and signs should be in contrast
and differ from the background and surrounding.
Choosing colour that are easy to be remembered by the
user without confusion such as the selection of colours
that are known by their descriptive words as (red and
blue) not colours as (turquoise) which can be subject
whether it is green or blue.
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Colour of paths on floors are used to highlight the route
and delineate the boundaries of the areas. It should not
exceed four different spaces in the building
withdifferent colours, and any object must have a
contrast colour with the surrounding to be easily
recognized (Castell, 2017) as shown in Figure (6).

universal design accessibility and movabilityare important
aspect that enhances the experience of the wayfinders in the
built environment. There are many architectural information
cues within the built environment that can affect the
accessibility within the built environment on the wayfinding
process. Accordingly, they improve and make it easier for all
wayfinders including the disabledones, and removing any
barriers, to access with dignity and independently, and provide
enabling built environment in great extent. The design has an
effective role in looking beyond the barriers and addresses
different design of the architectural information cues in the
wayfinding process that can be the main force behind
enhancing and facilitating the wayfinders’ experience and their
lives, and to take the concept of accessibility to higher level by
making all the built environment inclusive to all
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